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Students Misery Attributed
to "Crimes of' Oppurtunity"

By EUGENE TAN
Staff Writer

How long does the average burglar spend raiding a house?
A good guess would be around fifteen minutes, but according to
Deputy Chief Douglas F. Little, national statistics show that bur-
glars are in and out of a house within three to five minutes. And in
that short time, they can clear out most of the property inside. In
light of this fact, we can certainly say that a burglary at a typical
dorm room, which is much smaller than a house, could "happen
in a matter of seconds." This is a disturbing fact for most college
students, who keep their most important possessions - computers,
laptops, cell phones, etc. - in their rooms. Sadly, such electronic.
items on campus have been stolen numerous times in the past.

According to Deputy Little, in terms of electronic items, the
most common thefts have involved laptops and cell phones being
left in open rooms. For example, the average college student can
leave his room for three minutes to talk to someone in the hallway
and return to find his cell phone gone. But in addition to includ-
ing laptops and cell phones, past thefts have also involved less
common electronic items such as computer wires, PlayStations,
and Xboxes. Clearly, any item can catch a thief's eye.

Patricia Ng, a sophomore residing at Cardozo College, stated,
"although thefts can happen anywhere, dorm rooms on the first
or ground floor are more likely to experience thefts because they
are easily accessible." However, according to Patricia's theory,
rooms on the second or third floor of a building have a smaller
risk of theft. According to Ng, "if thieves are too lazy to actually
buy something, why would they have the motivation to walk up
the stairs and then try to slyly walk out of the building [without]

getting caught?" Aside from occurring in the residence halls,
many thefts also occur in crowded locations such as the Student
Activities Center, the Union, or campus libraries because, as
Deputy Little commented, these places have become the highly
populated "living room[s] of the campus."

We like to think that most of the people around us are good
people and that the chances of a theft happening are slim. This
is true. As Deputy Little stated, "99.9% of people on campus are
good people" who would not steal even if they could get away
with it. However, there is that small percentage of the campus
population that "will take advantage of somebody if the oppor-
tunity comes their way." Because this is such a small percent-
age of the population, thefts generally occur in short "spurts" of
time at irregular intervals. These thieves may not even be part of
the campus community. They may not have any affiliation with
Stony Brook but simply come on campus sporadically and look
for whatever they can steal.

Indeed, Deputy Little emphasized that an important point re-
garding campus thefts is that "99% of the time," they are "crimes
of opportunity." In other words, a thief usually does not plan in
advance to steal such items from people, but when faced with
the opportunity to get away with stealing an unattended item
- such as a laptop sitting on a chair - he will take advantage of
the situation. It is important to note that there is a great difference
between these crimes of opportunity and break-ins, which involve
planned or "forced entry."

As Deputy Little explained, there is a general procedure that
the police carry out when a theft is reported. First, a police of-

Continued on page 4

Short Film Exposes Dark History of
Minority Discrimination in Science

BY YICK LEE
Staff Writer

On February 23, a documentary on the history of minority
scientists in the United States was premiered at the Charles
B. Wang Center Theater. Directed by Oscar-nominated inde-
pendent filmmaker Christine Choi, "Yellow Agent" tells the
story of how Asian scientists play ambiguous roles in military
research due to their ethnicity in both World War II era and
modern day society.

The audience at the packed Wang Theater consisted of
predominantly Asian American students. Although some stu-
dents admitted that they attended the screening under faculty
encouragement, most attendees displayed genuine interest and
enthusiasm on the subject matter throughout the question and
answer session following the film's screening.

The short documentary presented two cases of Asian sci-
entists accused of espionage, namely, Taiwan-born American
engineer Dr. Wen Ho Lee in 2000 and Chinese scientist Dr.
Tsien Hsueh-sun during the McCarthy hysteria in the 1950s.
These scientists had worked at Los Alamos National Labora-
tory, and NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, respectively.

Through interviews with both historians and relatives of the
scientists, Choi's film presented evidence of how civil liberties
of these scientists are not being protected as they should.

The program kicked off with an introduction by Dr. Sunita
Mukhi, the Director of Asian and Asian American Programs
of the Wang Center. Mukhi told a joke about the phenomenon
of how the United States had historically regarded scientists
of foreign origin as "evil-super-villainous-oriental scientist".
After the introduction, an interview clip of Lee's daughter,
Alberta Lee, with Stony Brook University Television (SBU-
TV) in 2001 was shown as the prelude of the film.

Following the film, a Q&A session began with Mukhi serv-
ing as the host. The answering panel composed of the film's
producer Choi, Spring Wong, and Stony Brook's distinguished
Physics professor, Dr. Barry McCoy. During the discussion,
some students brought up questions related to Asian American
identity and the usage of the term "modern minority" while
other students sought advice on techniques of independent
filmmaking.

When asked as to why she made the short film, Choi replied

Continued on page 4
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2771 Middle Country Road
Lake Grove, New York
(Across from the Good Steer)
631.738.6968
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Hit us with your
best shot.

WANTED:
student photographers brave enough to

handle any picture assignment,
from the front page to the sports section.

Contact the Statesman at photo@
sbstatesman.org
or call 632-6479.
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CANDIDATES BLUNDER ELECTION DEADLIN]
Continued from page 1

in their petitions on time. I am not a poor kid and we
don't need kids running the government."

Another student emerged from the gallery imploring
the Senate to "respect the law." This student continued,
"Respect for established laws makes it democratic and if
the elections board closes its doors at 5 pm it closes at 5
pm. This isn't easy to say: I loose three candidates".

Trevor Hirst, one candidate who missed the 5 pm
deadline, explained that he was told the deadline would
be extended to 6 p.m. by Sam Darguin, the present
Executive VP of the Executive Council. According to
Hirst, he should have been able to hand in the petition
by 6pm. He urged the Senate to pass the act. Hirst
pleaded, "so many people were affected and you can't
have people be bumped up to positions they didn't
run for."

Sharon Weiss of the Elections Board declared that

amending the timeline was arbitrary since it had not
been passed through the Elections Board before reach-
ing the Senate. She stated that the Senate was "going
about things the wrong way. She continued, "No one
came to us to change [the timeline] and this violates
legislation-don't override procedure". Weiss also makes
her point as she reminds the Senate that the original
timeline was approved by the Senate itself.

After the heated debate, the Senators voted. The
results were seven for and four against passing the act
as well as two abstaining.

Next on the agenda, Sharon Weiss proposed "The
Getting Rid of Dead Weight Act" which called for the
removal of Elections Board Chair George Surguladze
for his "incompetence as he has done little to no work
... and has failed to create a timeline, manage referenda
and lead the Elections Board". The confusion amongst
candidates concerning the supposedly extended time
limit from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. was said to have originated

from George Surguladze. However due to Surguladze's
absence and therefore his inability to defend himself,
further discussion was postponed to next week's sen-
ate meeting.

The senate meeting concluded with Senator Pe-
luso moving to vote in two additions to the Elections
Board: Dan Halzhauer and Matthew Colomber. When
questioned by the Senate on the cause of their interest
to join and their anticipated devotion to the Elections
Board, both stated, "I didn't even know it existed until
recently, but we have a lot of free time". Both Halzhauer
and Colomber were voted in.

Senator Al-Shareffi voiced his sentiments at the
close of the meeting. He stated, "I hope we have good
elections and good leaders, I won't be running but I
hope they'll continue the good work." With the passing
of the Timeline Adjustment Act, this year's election will
hopefully foster debate and democracy amongst many
qualified candidates.

Student Forecast: March9- March Is Py Pvter

Thursday:
High 51/Low 45

Passing warm front
bringing rain through.

the day

Friday:
High 58/Low 43
Morning fog with
possible showers

Saturday:
High 55/Low 41

Partly cloudy but dry

Sunday:
High 54/Low 43

Cloudy with a chance
of showers

Monday.
High 57/Low 43

Pleasant with sun and
clouds

Tuesday:
High 55/Low 44

Spring weather arrives
with warm showers

Wednesday:
High 52/Low 41

Showers continue

Police Blofi.....
Compiled by Eugene Tan/Statesman~'

3/3- 3/7
Thefts

On 3-3-06, two signs were stolen from the
Student Activities Center: one at 9:00 AM and
the other at 9:28 AM. In the Benedict Atrium, a
wheelbarrow was reportedly stolen on 3-6-06
at 2:02 AM.

Controlled Substances

In the University Hospital, a small bag of con-
trolled substances was found in the cafeteria
on 3-3-06 at 5:06 PM.

Calls for Assistance

In Benedict College, a Resident Advisor made
a call for assistance on 3-4-06 at 12:11 AM
regarding subjects refusing to show their ID
cards. Subjects were gone upon arrival of the
police, and all appeared in order.

In Keller College, calls for assistance were
made on 3-4-06 at 4:06 AM regarding a female
knocking on dorm doors in search of a friend.
All appeared in order.

I In Gray College, the smell of marijuana was
reported on 3-4-06 at 8:10 PM, and two students
were referred.

In Stimson College, a male unlawfully entered and
remained in a room on 3-5-06 at 12:26 AM.

Criminal Msconduct

In Douglass College, a window screen was report-
edly damaged on 3-7-06 at 12:17 AM.
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"Crmesof Ortunity
Continued from page 1

ficer takes an initial field report, which involves
obtaining any identifying information such as
the serial number of an electronic item.

Then, detectives look over the officer's
report and assess the "solvability factors" of
the case. In other words, how likely is it that
the crime can be solved? For example, if
there is no name or identification on a stolen
calculator, it is very improbable that the thief
can be caught.

However, sometimes, instead of stealing
a laptop, thieves often steal credit cards and
subsequently use them to purchase the laptop.
Cases involving stolen credit cards have more
favorable solvability factors because the police
are able to track credit card activity and use
in-store video cameras to catch thieves. If the

thief is caught, the penalty given depends on
the value of the property and on whether or
not a break-in was involved. Depending on
these factors, a thief can be charged with a
misdemeanor, which ranges from no jail time
to one year, or a felony, which involves more
than one year of jail time.

Fortunately, as Deputy Little pointed out,
the frequency of thefts on campus has pretty
much stayed the same or gone down in re-
cent years because of the efforts of campus
residences, the police, neighborhood watches,
crime stoppers, and educational programs.
So far this semester, only about two people
reported having their laptops stolen. Deputy
Little commented that the university is doing
as much as it can to prevent thefts. Using alarm
systems, swipe locks, key controls, and educa-
tion and awareness campaigns, the university

has managed to keep a low crime rate.
Overall, Patricia agrees that her "belong-

ings are relatively safe in the dorm room" and
that the university is doing a good job handling
thefts. She added that there is not much more
to do besides "try[ing] to ingrain into people's
heads that you need to lock up your stuff."
According to Patricia, it would be possible to
enforce stricter rules, such as signing visitors in
and out of a building, but in the end, "common
sense approaches" make the greatest difference,
Deputy Little stated.

People simply need to have "an awareness
of their surroundings" and deprive thieves of
the opportunity to steal in the first place. For
college students, the message is simple: do not
leave your dorm room unattended, and always
keep a watchful eye on your belongings when
you are in public places.

Short Film Exposes Dark History of
Min or ity D is crimin ation in Sc ienee

Continued from page 1

with an authentic sound bite: "I was pissed
off!" Indeed, the film aims to evoke thoughts
about how race and ethnicity can undermine
minority researchers' legal rights as well as
their public image due to media bias. Choi
believes that Asian American history is insuf-
ficiently represented in most American his-
tory textbooks and her films can help Asian
American students to learn more about the
civil right history of their own race in a direct

and truthful manner.
"It's surprising how our government can

just do this [type of mistreatment] to [the
scientists]," said Kevin Lo, a senior of Me-
chanical Engineering major.

From another perspective, Prof. McCoy
commented, "There is a lot to be learned on
the film we've shown today - which is not
of historical interest [only], but of practical
interest in understanding the way the world
really works." As a political activist in the
academic realm, McCoy urges students to

participate in the political process in order to
have their voices heard because he believes
that the inappropriate handling of these two
cases have shown that politicians do not un-
derstand science and reform in government
is needed.

He concluded that, "The U.S. govern-
ment's obsession with secrecy is misplaced
and usually counter-productive; [the secrecy
and the mishandling of the investigations]
drove people out of scientific research and
alienate people from the United States."
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Call me today. If you're a safe driver,
I can help you save money on your car insurance.
(631) 689-7770

Simon De Souza MBA
1320 STONY BROOK RD
STONY BROOK
simon@allstate.com

AIIstateCall or stop by for a free quote Youte in good hands.e

Discount and insurance offered only with select companies and subject to availability and qualifications. Discount amount may be lower and
applies to most major coverages. Discount applies to most major coverages. Allstate Insurance Company and Allstate Property and Casualty
Insurance Company: Northbrook, IL. c2004 Allstate Insurance Company.

PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YOR

If a Village of Belle Terre officer stopped your
vehicle, a class action lawsuit may affect your rights.

A COURT AUTHORIZED THIS NOTICE. THIS IS NOT A SOLICITATION FROM A LAWYER.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, pursuant to an Order of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York, dated
November 27, 2005 that a plaintiff class has been certified in this action, Coco v. Village of Belle Terre et al, No. CV 01-5061
(ADS/ARL).

Who Is Affected? Motorists who paid money to the Village of Belle Terre in relation to a traffic ticket issued by a Belle Terre employee
fromJuly 30, 1995 to present, motorists subject to a traffic stop fromJuly 30, 1998 to present and all persons whose motor vehicle records
were used by the Village without a permissible purpose from September 13, 1997 to present are eligible for inclusion in this case.

What is the Lawsuit About? Plaintiffs allege that the Village of Belle Terre has no authority to operate a law enforcement agency and
that it illegally enforced New York State Vehicle and Traffic Laws, violating the Federally protected Constitutional and Privacy rights of
the Plaintiffs. Based on these assertions, the class action complaint seeks remedies on behalf of all Class members, including money dam-

ages. The Village denies that it did anything wrorig.

What Will It Cost and Can You Opt Out? Scott and Scott, LLP of Srnithtown, NY has been appointed by the Court to represent

you as "Class Counsel". You don't have to pay Class Counsel or anyone else to participate as a member of the Class. If you stay in the
Class, you will be bound by all decisions of the Court and you will share in the benefits obtained, if any. You may request to be excluded
from the Class and you may elect to retain your own counsel at your own expense. If you want to be excluded from the Class you must
send a letter requesting exclusion postmarked no later than April 14, 2006 to Coco v. Belle Terre Exclusions, c/o Scott & Scott, LLP, 50
Karl Avenue, Suite 202, Smithtown, NY 11787. Your exclusion letter must be signed and include your name and address.

How to Get More Information? If you have not received a detailed Notice, you may view or download copies of the Notice, as well
as documents relating to the litigation, and a fuller explanation of your right to exclude yourself from the Class at www.VillagePolice-
Cases.com or by writing to class counsel at Village Class Actions, c/o Scott & Scott, LLP, 50 Karl Avenue, Suite 202, Smithtown, NY
11787. You may also call class counsel at (631) 265-4884.
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6 ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

By MICHAEL KIMMEL
Contributing Writer

These are dark times for those of us
who believe in those discredited political
ideals such as democracy, justice and
peace. How quaint! How unpatriotic!

I've always turned to music for solace
and inspiration. It's been provided the
theme songs to adolescent rebellion, the
soundtrack to relationships galore, and
the third part of that holy trinity including
sex and drugs.

And while there are some political
troubadours still aboard the peace train,
some middle-aged rockers like Bruce
Springsteen and young songsmiths like
Eminem, who have ventured into explic-
itly political territory, I'm finding some
solace in a few surprising places and some
visits with old friends

Here are a few to keep those home
fires lit, to soothe during those long darks
nights of the soul. Just don't let the Na-
tional Security Advisor catch you sending.
an email to someone about them.

John Fogerty: "Fortunate Son" and
"Dej avuAll Over Again" from The Long
Road Home (Fantasy Records)

Creedence Clearwater Revival's
down-home gravelly blues-based countri-
fied rock and roll was an uplifting main-
stay of the 60s and 70s; they performed
at Woodstock, re-launched Tina Turner's
career, and made flannel shirts a hippie
staple before Kurt Cobain tied one around
his waist.

But this definitive collection also
reminds me how political Fogerty was.
That southern comfort was raucous,
muddy, sodden and rain-soaked - hardly
redemptive. And his anger was clearly
class based, as he rails against the ruling
class in "Fortunate Son," an elite "born
with a silver spoon in hand" who don't pay
taxes, and a political elite who is perfectly
happy to send other parents' children off
to war. No wonder Fogerty sang this in
the Springtseen-organized tour support-
ing John Kenry (the album includes the

Courtesy of amazon.com

snappy original and the adrenaline rush
live version from those concerts). And
don't forget to listen to his sadly resigned
"Deji vu All Over Again" an ode against
the War in Iraq from a veteran of the anti-
Vietnam war era.

Graham Parker: "2,000 Funerals"
(Bloodshot records - available as iTunes
or MP3)

Parker's career was built as the em-
blematic 1970s British pub rocker - loud,
blues-based raucous and cynically angry
about romance because he'd been burned
too many times. This anti-war song me-
morializes the 2,000th American fatality
in Iraq, not by spitting in the face of power,
but by thinking out loud of those everyday
lives cut short by that arrogance. The har-
monica is haunting. This is the soundtrack
to the images of flag-draped caskets the
government refuses to let you see.

Guy Forsyth "Long Long Time" from
Love Songs: For and Against (Nimble
Records)

Austin-based musical polymath - his
songs range over blues, rock, rockabilly,
folk, reggae and funk - has released a
wide-ranging cynical take on modern
love and romance, but his hard look in
the mirror on the lead song demands a
double-take. Atalking-blues, spun quickly
and methodically, seems at first glance
simply snide and biting anti-consumer
culture - "We used to dream about heroes,
but now it's just how to beat the system"
- but then it takes a self-reflective turn:
"I wonder how the world sees us, rich
beyond compare, powerful without equal,
a spoiled drunk 15 year old waving a gun
in their face."

Suddenly we don't look all that dif-
ferent from the marauding child soldiers
careening around Darfur or the Congo,
only we have resources.

Taking that self-reflective turn, impli-
cating ourselves, admitting errors - this is
the stuff of change. Unlike our current ad-
ministration, which has never admitted a
mistake on anything. This is the only way
to see the light at the end of the tunnel.

Rockin' the Brook:
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Courtesy of Destroyer

BY INUR MAMOOR
Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

Artist: Destroyer
Album: Destroyer 's Rubies
Release Date: Merge, 2006

As Dan Bejar's seventh full length
record as Destroyer, Destroyer 's Rubies
has generated its fare share of indie hype.
Destroyer is a side project of sorts for Be-
jar, a member of the New Pornographers.
Destroyer 's Rubies mixes the sounds of
early David Bowie with Bob Dylan. The
mixing of chamber pop and folk produce
a sound unique to Bejar and unique to
Destroyer 's Rubies.

The album opens with "Rubies," a
song which seems to go in circles with
hopes of reaching a certain point. While
you get the feeling "Rubies" misses the
mark in defining itself stylistically as a
song, the confusion adds to its endearing
charm. This is the struggle which is so
uniquely Bejar's. The guitars and drums
thrown in together with Bejar's eerie vo-
cals give "Rubies" emotional depth.

A hop, skip, and few tracks after "Ru-
bies" you are confronted with "Painter in
Your Pocket." With Bejar crooning, "I
didn't stand a chance/ I couldn't stand
at all... It was 2002 and you couldn't
be bothered to say hello or goodbye,"
"Painter in Your Pocket" becomes an
increasingly catchy song. The almost
euphoric ending creeps up on you,
especially considering the stark guitar
intro. While "Painter in Your Pocket" is
a beautiful song, it seems manufactured
for accessibility.

There are certain aspects of this
record which creep into your mind and
remain there, in the crevices, only to
resurface days later. Things like Bejar's
voice; whether he is crooning, cooing, or

squeaking, it is a sound which you will
forever associate with some deep sad-
ness or some great bliss. Another almost
haunting aspect of Destroyer 's Rubies is
Bejar's use of guitars. These things must
be experienced to be understood. And like
most Destroyer releases Bejar creates an
intimate relationship, through his lyrics,
with the audience. We are voyeurs, peek-
ing into Bejar's struggle; the struggles of
life and creating music. Bejar reveals a
certain melancholy but counteracts it with
beautiful sounds and songs.

Destroyer 's Rubies is being hailed
as the most commercial, coherent, and
cohesive Destroyer album to date. Agree
or disagree if you will, but you can not
ignore tracks on Destroyer 's Rubies
which falter instead of flatter. "A Dan-
gerous Woman Up to a Point," is a song
which doesn't know when to end. These
sloppy moments bore and take away from
Bejar's talent.

Destroyer 's Rubies is a spiritual
strip-tease which Bejar invites us to ex-
perience. By departing from the previous
Destroyer musical mold, Bejar places
himself in a vulnerable position and we
can not help but flock to his aid.

Destroyer
Destroyer's Rubies

1. Rubies
2. Your Blood
3. European Oils
4. Painter In Your Pocket
5. Looters' Follies
6. 3000 Flowers
7. A Dangerous Woman Up To A
Point
8. Priest's Knees
9. Watercolours Into the Ocean
10. Sick Priest Learns to Last For-
ever
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Warmth in the Darkness
Light in the Cold
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ARTS & ENTERTAINN

John is

BY NANDITHA DAS
Staff Writer

The University Art Gallery in the Staller Center for
the Arts recently exhibited "Killing Ground," a photog-
raphy exhibit by John Huddleston, a professor of art at
Middlebury College. Doug MacCash wrote in "History's
Lessons on View in Photos" in the New Orleans Times
(October 31, 2003), "John Huddleston is an Army brat
from a long line of career soldiers, but instead of enter-
ing West Point, he enrolled at Yale to study psychology.
His interest in human behavior eventually gave way to
an interest in art, which led him to study photography at
San Francisco State."

For the exhibit, Huddleston took pictures from loca-
tions of the deadliest battles of the Civil War, and placed
them next to pictures of the same places taken in our
time. He says, "In coupling the historical photographs
with my own images, I sought wide-ranging connections
of culture, economics, and environment."

In addition to the exhibit, Huddleston has also written
a book titled "Killing Ground: Photographs of the Civil
War and the Changing American Landscape." "The book
is about changes in America," says Huddleston (as com-
mented in "The Art of War" in "Exposures," written by
Christopher D. Ringwald and edited by Anthony LaSala,
July 2003). "'It's about the tremendous suffering that the
war (The Civil War) caused this country."' Huddleston
also says, "It is my hope that this book will counter the
tendency to romanticize war."

Ringwald also writes, "As a boy, John Huddleston
and his father would walk the fields of Manassas, Vir-
ginia, the site of two of the Civil War's fiercer battles. In
1861, 4,878 soldiers died there and the next year, 25,200
were killed. Decades later, an aura of grim death still
hangs over the once blood-soaked ground." Huddleston
was, needless to say, greatly affected by the experience.
He states, "'what always impressed me was the power
of those places, and also the beauty and the serenity
where all those violent things happened.. ."' From his

own book, Huddleston says, "Civil War battlefields are
touchstones for memories."

Also in "The Art of War," Ringwald writes about
how the Civil War was well documented. "Two thou-
sand photographers worked the fields and hospitals and
prison camps and mortuaries." According to Ringwald,
"Huddleston used the work of five photographers. The
best known was Matthew Brady, a New York portraitist.
Brady organized a team of photographers who amassed a
5,700 negative record of the conflict." From Ringwald's
article, Huddleston remarks, "The extensive documenta-
tion broke the centuries-old tradition of romanticizing

EC
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War in painting."

Apart from the romanticizing of war, Ringwald
wrote that Huddleston is opposed to the disregard for
the preservation of history. "His (Huddleston) other

impression, aside from the emotional power of the sites,
was of the trashing ofAmerican history. Though many of
the battlefields are well-preserved with lovely meadows
and forests, others are covered by malls, subdivisions
and litter." Huddleston says in Ringwald's article, that
while it may be hard to preserve every place of historical
significance, "to allow development, in the heart of the
battlefields where so many Americans lost their life, is
disgraceful."

"Killing Ground'" is more than a protest against
commercial and residential development," says Ring-
wald. Huddleston hopes that "the project brings a longer
term perspective on where we've been as a country and
where we are going."

The University Art Gallery takes great effort to reach
out to the students of Stony Brook and promote explora-
tion and enjoyment of art. Rhonda Cooper, the director
of the University Art Gallery, describes the process of
selecting artwork for the Gallery. "The exhibitions are
chosen from the University's Department of Art. All
exhibition proposals that are received by the Gallery
are judged by the Exhibitions Committee. Two exhibi-
tions of work by professional artists are chosen for each
year's program and are generally scheduled two years
in advance. The Gallery also presents undergraduate and
graduate student exhibitions every year and a faculty
show every other year." t

Nicole Dulmer/Statesman

ART ON CAMPUS:

I found it slightly over-precautious until fifteen min-
utes into the game. Out of nowhere there was a huge
boom that sounded like a stick of dynamite exploding
into the middle of a silent night. After jumping I looked
to see Roman fans still scrambling over the Plexiglas to
get to safety from the firecracker that had been thrown
into the stands. From this point on the violence did not
stop. Throughout the game beer bottles were tossed into
the opposing crowds, and anything else the fans could
get their hands on.

As the game continued it got worse and worse. The
score was Rome 1 Milan 0 for most of the game, but
in the last quarter Milan scored tying the score Rome 1
Milan 1. The crowds went wild and I looked to see Riot
police standing above the empty stand separating the fans
and security guards around the borders. This did not stop
fans from climbing and jumping over the Plexiglas walls
to go after each other.

The game ended with the tie and I was glad to leave
the stadium safe from the wrath of passionate fans, until
I looked to the right and saw a huge bonfire, and heard a
fire truck in the distance.

So if you decide to attend a European football game
don't expect field goals. Goals, tackles, and crazy fans
yes, but no field goals.

Statesman
Internationale.

The ,Football

By CARRIE COTTON
Staff Writer

Soccer, like food, is just another part of Italian culture.
As soon as a young boy can walk, a soccer ball is thrown
at his feet. Giuseppe Lancia is one of these Italian boys.
"Football is a part of our culture. We never ask 'did you
ever play football?' Instead the question is 'where did
you play football?'

For the first time Rome is making history. They have
been undefeated the entire season. Romans are so proud
that they wear factory made shirts advertising it. The game
I attended on March 5th was Rome versus Milan, whose
rivalry is worse than the Yankees and Red Socks times
100. To make rise the stakes, Rome's most popular (and
most talented) player Francesco Totti, is injured with a
broken leg. It is under these conditions that these passion-
ate and proud Romans support their region.

When we arrived everyone was already standing,
singing Rome's equivalent to The Star Spangled Banner.
America's national anthem is sung like a prayer, during
which people stand solemn and attentive. Rome's anthem
however, was quite a different sight.

The fans sang (or better yet screamed) the song at
the top of their lungs, enthusiastically jumping up and
down, holding orange pieces of paper that were laid out
on each seats prior to the arrival of the fans. Those that
were not holding papers up were wildly waving HUGE
flags. Even once the game had ended people were still
singing with their flags in the parking lot.

In the beginning of the game I noticed firemen and
policemen surrounding the f ield. Between each section
was a wall made of Plexiglas, and Milan's supporters
were sitting completely isolated from Rome's with an
entire section of empty seats between them. The oppos-
ing fans were even separated upon exiting the game, as
the loud speaker continuously instructed Milan's fans to
leave through a specific exit.
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HELP WANTED

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERY
DRIVERS AND INSIDE HELP
WANTED. Flexible hours, great pay,
need your own car for delivery.
631-751-0330.

PROFESSOR ON CAMPUS who has
experienced Bipolar Disorder would
like to have one-on-one contact with
and help students who also have this
illness. Also starting an evening discus-
sion group. Confidentiality is assured.
If interested, please contact Dr. Jerry
Pollock at 631-632-8924.

THE CARPET SPECIALIST.
Installations, repairs, and restretches.
Free estimates. Over 30 years experi-
ence. No job too small.
631-736-8260.

FAX SERVICES $.50
per page (including cover sheet).

Statesman Office
Student Union

.: Room 057

STUDIO. Includes electric,
water and heat. In the heart of Port
Jefferson Village. $650 per month. 1
year lease. By appt. only. "The New
Heritage Inn." 631-473-2564.

DECORATORS FURNISHED
CONDO. Tennis, pool, gym,
parking, new appliances. EIK, Den,
LR, 1BR, Prudential Carol Acker,
Broker 631-751-6000 x333. Ask
$1,375.

Family Combo:

One Lange 1-Topping
Pizua, ereadsticks &

a 2-Liter of Coke
0

$13.99

Super Deep:
Two Medium 1-Topping

Deep Dish Pizas
a 10 Pc. Order of
Buffalo Wings

$15.9!q
LLMted Tme Offer.

736 Rte. 25A
East Setauket

631-751-0330

You're pregnant?
You're frightened?

Please let us help. Life can be a wonderful choice.

Alternatives to Abortion.
Free pregnancy testing, information, counseling, and assistance.

Call 243-2373,554-4144 or 1-800-550-4900

Need to Talk?
11 RESPONSE Hotline

S *631-751-7500
(from SBU campus phone, dial 2-HOPE)

Free telephone support & referrals
www.responsehotline.org
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Buy One Pizza, Any
Size, Any Toppings

At Menu Price & Get
a 2nd Pizza of Equal

or Lesser Value

FREE!
Valid Tuesday

Only.
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The Fascinating World of Dance

Dances of Korea
A Concert by the Korean Traditional
Performing Arts Association

Sunday, March 19, 4:00 p.m., Wang Theatre
Graceful court and festive folk dances from Korea are enhanced with
shamanic rituals, dramatic masks, and lively percussion.

Tickets: $5 for students with ID, and seniors
$10 for general admission

Journey of a Businessman
BiTrip Fusion Dance Drama

Thursday, March 23, 7:00 p.m.,Wang Theatre
Fusing hip-hop, modern, and ethnic Japanese dance, this dance
drama juxtaposes the mundane concerns of family and corporate life
with a spectacular journey to a dreamy ancient Japan. Comedic,
beautiful, and cool! Master Class at 5:00 p.m.

Performance and Master Class FREE for SB Students with ID
$10 for non Stony Brook Students and Seniors
$15 for General Admission
$10 for master class for general admission

Both programs co-sponsored with the DanceSpace at Stony Brook.
RESERVATIONS Recommended FOR ALL!

Please reserve your tickets at wangcenter@stonybrook.edu-or call (631) 632-4400.

S O For more information on this and other upcoming Wang Center Asian/American

Programs, call (631) 632-4400 or visit our Web site: www.stonybrook.edu/wang.
The Charles B. Wang Center is located at Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY
11794, and is open to the public Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m.to 8:00 p.m.Jasmine serves
Asian cuisine from Monday to Friday, 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday,
2:00 to 8:00 p.m. Guided group tours available upon request. To be added to our mailing

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK list, please e-mail us at wangcenter@stonybrook.edu. Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action Employer. For a disability-related accommodation, please call (631) 632-1944.

You don't have to be a teacher to get great rates~..::~~~~::~::::'~:':~:.•: ""ii~

Join Us! pre...
Teachers Federal Credit Union, Stony Brook's on-campus banking services partner, A........to ...... . .
offers a complete range of financial services to Stony Brook students, faculty, staff and ii RV Loans

their families. Join now and become a member of Long Island's largest credit union. i :edit Cards
And, with an account at TFCU, your campus card can be an ATM/Check card. No Annual Fee!

Open your account on campus today. It's easy for parents to make deposits throughout Re Mote 0
the year to student accounts via direct deposit or wire transfers * Home Equit Loans &ii:i:: : i:::i'::iii':ii; :'i: iiii 'iii i :

Stop by and open your account today! * Lne on Ln ios

Call 63I-698-7ooo or visit www.teachersfcu.org * PersoaLoans~:~

Teachers Federal "Holiday Loans
* Vacation LoanjJST NY * SA& Other Business Loans

............................di....... ..... .U n io n ::j ::::: B R K K.
....... .Since 1952 STATE UNIVERSTY OF NW YOR Plus Great Rates on

The Educated Choice Savings, Money Market &
LER .CU,, Certificate Accounts

Poud Sp o the Stll for the Arts 2006Ie2007Season e

i~:::i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........................iiii :: i?:i !i:?i::i :: ii~i: :: iiii :jiij : i~iiiiiiiiiii
................................................................ . ................ ,,

FRa CEAL

LOOKING FOR AN
EXCITING JOB GOOD.
BECAUSE RED BULL IS

LOOKING FOR A STUDENT
BRAND MANAGER ON

YOUR CAMPUS!
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To find out more and to apply go to
www.redbullu.com or text the word SBM to 72855
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November 27, 2005 that a plaintiff class has been certified in this a

Who Is Affected? Motorists who paid money to the Village of (
from October 10, 1994 to present, motorists subject to a traffic sto1
hide records were used by the Village without a permissible purpo
case.

What is the Lawsuit About? Plaintiffs allege that the Village of

N that it illegally enforced New York State Vehicle and Traffic Laws,
, the Plaintiffs. Based on these assertions, the class action complaint

ages. The Village denies that it did anything wrong. The Village c+
a legal right to issue these tickets.

- What Will It Cost and Can You Opt Out? Scott and Scott, L
you as "Class Counsel". You don't have to pay Class Counsel or at
Class, you will be bound by all decisions of the Court and you will

C from the Class and you may elect to retain your own counsel at yoi
send a letter requesting exclusion postmarked no later than April
Karl Avenue, Suite 202, Smithtown, NY 11787. Your exclusion le

How to Get More Information? If you have not received a d
o as documents relating to the litigation, and a fuller explanation of

Cases.com or by writing to class counsel at Village Class Actions,
11787. You may also call class counsel.at (631) 265-4884.

0
PT
PLEASE DO NOT CONTACT THI

10

cmuter Student Assocation
Asks ALL to come and Celebrate with us for our

Grand Re-Opening of the
SAC Commuter Lounge!!

* Date: Friday March 17th
" Time: IPM-2:3OPM
" Location: Commuter Lounge in the SAC

A little snow isn't going to stop us this time!
Come See our NEW commuter lounge features
many luxuries for those who call Stony Brook
University their daily home away from home.

Did I mention FREE Food?
We'll be having appetizers and plenty of

refreshments for everyone!

We'll be having some great Guest Speakers
That you wouldn't want to miss!

So come, relax, and laugh a little
With friends at this awesome event!

PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE UNITED STATES DISTI

If a Village of Old Field
a class action lawsuit

A COURT AUTHORIZED THIS NOTICE. T

NOTICE IS HEREBY GWVEN, pursuant to an Order of the Ui

RICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

officer stopped your vehicle,
may affect your rights.

HIS IS NOT A SOLICITATION FROM A LAWYER.

rited States District Court for the Eastern District of New York, dated
action, Brewer v. Village of Old Field et al., No. CV 0-6072 (ADS).

)ld Field in relation to a traffic ticket issued by an Old Field employee
p from October 10, 1997 to present and all persons whose motor ye-
se from September 13, 1997 to present are eligible for inclusion in this

f Old Field has no authority to operate a law enforcement agency and
violating the Federally protected Constitutional and Privacy rights of
tseeks remedies on behalf of all Class members, including money dam-
ontends that its Constables were also law enforcement officers who had

ALP of Smithtown, NY has been appointed by the Court to represent
nyone else to participate as a member of the Class. If you stay in the
share in the benefits obtained, if any You may request to be excluded
ur own expense. If you want to be excluded from the Class you must
14, 2006 to Brewer v. Old Field Exclusions, C/o Scott & Scott, LLP, 50
;tter must be signed and include your name and address.

etailed Notice, you may view or download copies of the Notice, as well
your right to exclude yourself from the Class at www.VillagePolice-

d, co Scott & Scott, LLP, 50 Karl Avenue, Suite 292, Smithtown, NY

E COURT OR THE CLERK'S OFFICE
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$ some men just need a little J push.
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PG-13 PA RENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED WDIi1gN 1 M J. SI{[ IT [IllFA BY SC01i QODIN SCOT! AIEIINO DRUMDY IOM DFY 
0// N1.41:

Some Material May Be Inappropriate for Children Under 13 D 

-

SEXUAL CONTENT PARTIAL NUDITY & LANGUAGE ® FailureToLaunchMovie.com 
®® °"" °"""""'

For rating reasons, go to www.filmratings.com

"

in theatres everywhere march
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SUNDAY, MARCH 12, 2006, I -4 PM

C.V° Starr Hall, South Campus
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'By ROB DWYER
Sports Editor

I bet you didn't know that Stony Brook's first pro-athlete
alum was a squash player. Chances are, unless you were raised
in a British Commonwealth country you don't really know what
squash is. But the sport, played in an enclosed room using a
funny rubber ball that doesn't bounce much and a racket that
looks like a hybrid of the tennis and badminton varieties, is one
that plays a seminal role in the history of competitive athletics
at Stony Brook.

Stu Goldstein (his diploma says "Stuart," but the pros all
know him as "Stu") is the first Stony Brook athlete to be hon-
ored as an All-American, first to turn pro, first inducted into the
university's hall of fame, and the first to win a world champion-
ship in his respective sport. His professional career coincided
with that of Sharif Khan, a man from a legendary squash family
who held a stranglehold on the sport throughout the 70's and
early 80's. When Goldstein won the championship in 1978, he
became the first player not from the Khan family to win in 16
years. In the prime of his career, Stu appeared in more finals
with Sharif than any of his contemporaries. Some speculate
that Goldstein's notorious work ethic (he was well known for
his intense workouts on the courts and track) may have been
partially responsible for the string of injuries that cut short his
promising career, but this same ethic made him a success in the
business world and he currently is one of the university's most
generous benefactors. The Golstein Academic Center (located
in Pritchard gymnasium) bears his name, as does the lounge
area outside of the squash courts.

In the same way that Stu's career helped lead to an explosive
growth of the sport on an international level, his success fostered
a squash culture on this campus that continues to thrive to this
day. Sadly, that group of students and faculty, and the sport in
general, have become second-class citizens in the Stony Brook
sports hierarchy; and they struggle to get respect and recogni-
tion from the university. Of the six squash courts on campus,
two lack doors, making them unusable, and the money that
was allocated to properly ventilate the courts has been spent
on other projects, rendering the courts unbearable during the
hot summer months. One court is permanently off-limits, as it
has been turned into a study hall for student athletes, complete
with folding chairs and tables. This in particular raises the ire
of players who fume at the loss of a court when there are am-
ple rooms in the gym and on campus that can be used for this
purpose. Players also lose courts when there is cheerleading
practice and when local high schools play games in our gym,
and one can only wonder if this misuse of the facilities would
be tolerated if it impinged upon the football field or basketball
courts. Promises have been made to replace the doors to make
more courts playable, but the constriction has transformed the
squash culture from one that resembled a basketball court,
where the winner stays on as a new challenger steps up from
the waiting crowd, to one in which two players reserve a court
for hours, and those without a reservation do not get to play.
As you might guess, this detracts from the community aspect
of the sport and results in fragmented cliques of players. Given
the sports prominence in the university's history, it would be a
shame to allow this neglect to destroy what has become one of
our oldest and proudest traditions.

Top- Players play behind the focused stare of
Stony Brook's Squash legend.

Middle- Staff and students take a back seat
to the snacking demands of local high
school basketball fans.

Bottom, Right- Squash court or classroom?
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